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Abstract
Complex distributed tasks often involve parallel execution of subtasks a t different nodes. To meet the deadline of
a global task, all of its parallel subtasks have to be finished
on time. Compared to a local task (which involves execution
a t only one node), a global task may have a much harder
time making its deadline because it is fairly likely that a t
least one of its subtasks run into a n overloaded node. Another problem with complez distributed tasks occurs when a
global task consists of a number of serially executing subtasks. I n this case, we have the problem of dividing up the
end-to-end deadline of the global task and assigning them
to the intermediate subtasks. I n this paper, we study both
of these problems. Different algorithms for assigning deadlines to subtasks are presented and evaluated.

1

Introduction

In traditional soft real-time applications, a task is considered a single unit of work with a given deadline - the
time by which the task should be completed. The system usually schedules tasks according to their deadlines,
with more urgent ones running a t higher priorities. Over
the years, researchers have developed real-time scheduling
algorithms for different real-time system components, including the communication network [a, 151, database [l],
disk 1/0 [2], and processor [9]. One common tacit assumption made by these algorithms is that the deadline of a task
truly reflects the urgency of completing the task. As realtime systems evolve, however, “tasks” become “bigger”,
more complicated, and more frequently possess subtasks
to be executed on various system nodes or components. In
a distributed environment, local schedulers find themselves
scheduling subtasks, or “segments” of global tasks instead
of complete, integrated tasks. In most situations, a single
value of an end-to-end global deadline fails to capture the
sense of urgency of each individual subtask. This severely
hampers the efficacy of the well-designed real-time scheduling algorithms.
As an example of a complex distributed task, let us
consider stock market analysis and program trading. In
‘This research was supported by the Telecommunications
Center at StanfordUniversity and by Hewlett Packard Company.
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this application, information on stock prices is gathered
through multiple sources and is piped through a series of
filters for refinement. The information is then used by an
expert system that spots trading opportunities. This latter stage may involve extensive database operations and
processing knowledge rules. A profit is then realized by
the appropriate buy-sell actions. While the deadlines for
high-level tasks are usually given as a part of the system
specification (e.g., a buy-sell action should be implemented
within 2 minutes from the time when the information is
gathered), we lack a methodical way of assigning deadlines
to the individual subtasks (e.g., how much time should we
give a database search? a disk access? a network transmission?). In this paper, we study the subtask deadline
assignment problem (SDA), and suggest guidelines on how
subtask deadlines are derived from a global task’s end-toend deadline.
To study the SDA problem, first of all, we need to understand the structure of global tasks. A global task can
be very complex, with arbitrary precedence relationships
among its subtasks. Many global tasks, however, fall into
the category of serial-parallel tasks, which have a simpler
structure (we will define serial-parallel tasks later). For
this type of tasks, we can generally reduce the SDA problem into two simpler sub-problems: one deals with serial
subtasks, and another one with parallel subtasks. To illustrate the concept, let us consider the following example:

T:

{ f: }

Ta

deadline of T = 10.

Here, we have a global task T which consists of two serial
stages: {T11,..,Tl5}, and Ta. The first stage is a parallel task with five subtasks. Each of the six subtasks is to
be scheduled a t a different system component (e.g., disks,
networks, processors). Assuming task T arrives at time 0
and has a deadline a t time 10, what deadlines should we
assign to the six subtasks? If we use the end-to-end deadline (time 10) as the subtasks’ deadlines, a scheduler will
be fooled to believe that it has 10 time units to complete
the first stage (Ti1 ,...,TIE.). This may leave very little or
no slack for subtask T2, and a missed deadline may ensue.
An earlier deadline for the first stage should therefore be
used instead, but how early should it be? What happens
if we have three serial stages instead of two? We refer the
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problem of breaking up a n end-to-end deadline into earlier
ones for serial subtasks as the serial subtask problem (SSP).
Now suppose we figure out that we should reserve at
least 4 seconds for Tz in order to have a good chance of
making the deadline. In this case, we would like the first
stage be done by time 6. It seems natural to assign 6 as
the deadline for each of T11, ..., 2’1s. However, this turns
out to be inadequate. As an analogy, consider a group of
friends agreed on meeting at a theatre for a movie. If that
is a small group of one or two people, they will probably
all arrive before the show. However, if the group consists
of 10 members, chances are that someone will show up late
and the whole group misses the movie. A similar problem
occurs in our example: when a real-time task is being divided up into a number of subtasks for parallel processing,
it is very likely that at least one of the subtasks run into
a busy component and become tardy. This will cause the
whole global task (in our example, the first stage) to miss
its deadline (time 6). The parallel subtask problem (PSP)
deals with assigning deadline t o parallel subtasks.
The serial subtask problem has been studied previously
in [7]. We will present a summary of the results later in
Section 8. The goal of this paper is to study the parallel
subtask problem and the combined effect of PSP and SSP.
Specifically, we suggest and evaluate two heuristic scheduling policies for dealing with PSP. Working together with
the subtask deadline assignment strategies proposed in [7],
we show that the real-time behavior of complex distributed
tasks can be significantly improved. Before we proceed, we
state some premises our study is based on:
0 We focus on soft real-time systems’ [4]. In such systems, a primary performance goal is to meet as many
deadlines as possible, but unlike hard real-time systems,
there is no absolute guarantee that all deadlines will be
met. Although our technique can be modified for hard
real-time scheduling, we evaluate our algorithms in a soft
real-time environment for two reasons. Firstly, the kind of
distributed tasks we are looking a t are quite complex, involving multiple stages and parallel processing. This means
it is generally hard to get a reasonably accurate running
time estimate for hard real-time scheduling. Secondly, in
many applications it is undesirable or impossible t o place
an upper bound on the load. This makes hard real-time
scheduling impossible to achieve.
0 The scheduler at each component is independent of
the others. There is no global scheduler that instructs
each scheduler what to do. Each scheduler makes decisions
based solely on the subtasks (and their deadlines) that have
been presented to it for execution, without consulting other
schedulers. We believe that large systems are built out of
preexisting components. Each component will have its own
scheduling policy and will be unable or unwilling to coordinate or subordinate its scheduling decisions with (or to)
others.
0 We look at on-line scheduling, as opposed to a-priori
when the tasks are first defined. On-line assignment is superior in soft real-time systems, where the types of tasks
or their durations may be unknown in advance. Also,

when the system provides distribution transparency (e.g.,
whether a piece of data item is available locally or remotely), the subtasks to be created is unknown until runtime and thus off-line pre-analysis is inappropriate.
If a task must
0 Each system component is unique.
be executed at a particular component, it must run there.
There is no load balancing, i.e., a n overloaded component
cannot ship tasks to other components.
We start in Section 2 by surveying some related work.
Section 3 describes our distributed system model and task
model. In Section 4, we take a closer look of the parallel
subtask problem, and suggest some possible solutions. Section 5 contains the details of our simulation model, while
Sectins 6 and 7 present the results of our simulation study
on PSP. Section 8 summarizes the results found in [7] on
SSP. We also combine the PSP and SSP strategies and
study their performance benefit by applying them to a typical distributed application. Finally, we conclude our paper
in Section 9.

2

Related Work

The problem of scheduling real-time distributed tasks
has been studied mostly in a hard real-time environment
(e.g., see [6, 12, 5, 13, 14, 31). Some of these works concentrate on the task-allocation/load-balancing strategies,
and on the schedulability of tasks. The communication
overhead between subtasks with precedence relationship is
considered when a task allocation decision is made. For example, subtasks that communicate a lot are usually scheduled to be executed at the same node. Information about
tasks, e.g., their execution time, is assumed known in advance. In these studies, system nodes usually have similar
capability and they share the load. Scheduling is done in an
orchestrated fashion. On the other hand, our study focuses
on open systems which are built out of pre-existing components of different nature. A database server, for example,
will not spare its cycles to help out an image processing
node. Other information like load at each component may
not be known either. Global scheduling and load balancing
are therefore not appropriate in this environment.
There are relatively few studies on the SDA problem [7].
However, in [ll],a problem related to SSP is addressed.
In their study, Pang et. al. investigate the problem of
“bias” against longer transactions under “earliest-deadlinebased” scheduling policies in real-time database systems.
The study shows that long transactions miss more deadlines compared to short ones because of their “further-inthe-future” deadlines. Long transactions thus compete unfavorably with short transactions in accessing system resources. Their approach to the problem is to assign virtual
deadlines to all transactions. A transaction with an earlier
virtual deadline is served before one with a later virtual
deadline. The virtual deadline of a transaction is adjusted
dynamically as the transaction progresses and is designed
to eliminate the bias phenomenon. The SSP problem can
be seen as a discrete version of the one studied in [ll]. A
global task with a number of serial subtasks can be considered as a long transaction. Their method of assigning

‘Sometimes called “real-time systems with best effort
scheduling.”
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0

virtual deadlines can also be used to assign the subtask
deadlines.

3

The Model

c.6

In this section, we describe the task model and the system model we use to study PSP and SSP. We will first
define global tasks, and then describe a simple model of a
distributed system on which tasks are mapped for execution. We will also define some terms that will help us in
our discussion.

3.1

global task source

nodes

A

Figure 1: The System Model.

The Task Model
3.2

We consider two types of tasks in our system: locals and
globals. A local task is one that is executed at one and only
one node. A global task, on the other hand, can be quite
complex and may involve work at multiple components in
the system. In this paper, we only consider global tasks
that are serial-parallel. As shorthand, we use the notation
T = [TlTz T,] to represent a global task T that consists
of n subtasks, TI, Tz,..., T,, to be executed in series.
A subtask T;(i > 1) cannot execute before subtask T;-i
finishes. We also use the notation T = [TiIIT211...I1 Tn]to
represent a global task T consisting of n subtasks Ti,’2’2,
..., T,, to be executed in parallel. T h e A subtasks arrive at
the same time and task T is considered finished only if all
n subtasks finish. Composition of these notations is possible. For example, [Ti[Tzi
IITzz]T~]
represents a global task
that has three subtasks to be run in series, and the second
subtask is itself a global task of two parallel subtasks.
Formally, we define the class of (serial-parallel) global
task by the following recursive rules:
GT1: A single task which is part of a larger task and
which is to be executed at one and only one node is called
a simple subtask.
GT2: If T = [T~Tz
T,,] or T = [T1llTz11. .I1 Tn] where
T;’sare either simple subtasks or global tasks, then T is a
global task.
For rule GT2, if Ti is itself a global task, we say that Ti
is a complez subtask of task T .
A task X (whether it is a local task, a simple subtask,
or a global task) is associated with the following attributes:

Our model of a distributed real-time system consists of
a number of nodes representing different processing components of the system (Figure 1). These nodes manage

different resources like database, expert system, number
crunching computation, etc. Even the communication network is considered as one or more of the resources and is
subsumed as one or more of the processing nodes. Each
node services both local tasks (which are generated at each
node) as well as simple subtasks of global tasks. Task service order is scheduled by a real-time scheduler residing
at each node. These schedulers are all independent and
they do not collaborate. T h e only things that influence the
schedulers decision are the real-time attributes associated
with each task submitted to them.
Newly created global tasks are first processed by the process manager. T h e major functions of the process manager
is to assign deadline to simple subtasks, submit the simple
subtasks to the appropriate nodes for execution, and enforce the precedence constraints among the subtasks of a
global task. The resource requirement of the process manager is charged to the tasks it manages. We do not model
this requirement explicitly.

...

...

aT(X)

dl(X)
sl(X)
ez(X)
pez(X)

4

The Parallel Subtask Problem (PSP)

In this section, we take a closer look a t the parallel subtask problem (PSP). We first identify the problem and then
suggest some possible solutions. These solutions will be
evaluated using simulation (Section 5), and the results of
the analysis will be presented in Section 6.
To study PSP, we only consider (in this section) global
tasks of the form: T = [Z’~~~TZ~~...~~T,]
where the 2’;’s (1 <
i < n) are all simple subtask. For the global task T to meet
its deadline (dl(T)),all Ti’shave to be finished before dl(T),
their natural deadline.
In a soft real-time environment, when a task is submitted to a node for execution, there is no guarantee that
the task will be completed before its deadline. Missing
a deadline occasionally is, although undesirable, possible.
There is thus a probability that a task becomes tardy due
to a transient overload at its execution node. This “missed
deadline” probability gets amplified in the case of global

= arrival (or submission) time of X I
= deadline of X I
= slack of X I
= real execution time of X I
= predictedexecution time of X .

We do not assume the value of e z ( X ) be available, but
some of our SDA strategies do take advantage of an estimate ( p e z ( X ) ) ,which is an approximation to e z ( X ) . These
attributes are related by:

dl(X)= m ( X )

The System Model

+ e z ( X )+ sl(X).

Furthermore, if X is a simple subtask, we denote n o d e ( X )
as the execution node (or component) of X.
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Figure 2: Example on t h e various
plied to T = [T1IIT2JJT3].

8

PSP strategies ap-

tasks with parallel subtasks. As a quick example, if an average node in the system misses 5% of the tasks’ deadlines,
then the probability that a global task of 6 parallel subtasks
misses his would be (very roughly) 1- (1 - 0.05)6 = 26.5%.
Comparing to a local task, or one that involves execution
at only one node, a global task consumes more system “effort” to complete and yet it faces a much higher miss rate.’
In firm real-time systems where tardy tasks are of no value
and the resource invested in them wasted, the problem of
missing global tasks simply because “they are big” is particularly costly. We will shortly look at several heuristics with
varying degree of aggressiveness in helping global tasks to
meet their deadlines.

4.1

Heuristics for PSP

To give global tasks a better chance of completing, we
can assign their subtasks virtual deadlines before they are
submitted t o their execution nodes. These virtual deadlines
are usually earlier than the tasks’ real deadlines to give the
nodes a sense of urgency of finishing the subtasks.
With our example global task T = [T1llT~11...11T,.], our
goal is to set a virtual dl(T;) from dl(T). Figure 2 illustrates
the various strategies listed below. In the example, time is
relative to the arrival of T. The deadline of T is time 9.
As a base strategy for comparison, we set dl(T;)= dl(T).
That is, the subtasks inherit the deadline of their global
task. We call this the Ultimate Deadline strategy (UD):

UD:

dl(T;) = dl(T).

To make the simple subtasks of global tasks more competitive, we need to set their virtual deadlines earlier. Here,
we look at a class of strategies called DZV-x:

+

DIV-X: dl(T;) = [dl(T) - a ~ ( T ) ] / (-C nX ) ar(T). ( 1 )
Here, x is a parameter we can adjust. The DIV-z strategy simply divides the amount of time that a global task
has by L times its number of subtasks. The larger the
value of L is, the earlier are the virtual deadlines assigned
to the subtasks, and thus the higher the priority of the subtasks. As shown in Figure 2, DIV-1 assigns a deadline of
(9-0)/(3*1)
0 = 3 to dl(T;), while for DIV-2, it is 9/6+0
= 1.5.

+

‘In this paper, we use the terms “miss rate” and “missed
deadline probability” interchangeably.
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One issue with the DIV-z strategy concerns task abortion. If the local schedulers abort tasks whose (virtual)
deadlines have already passed, the idea of pushing the virtual deadlines of subtasks early runs the risk of having the
subtasks aborted by the schedulers. Going back to the example shown in Figure 2. Suppose the execution time of
the subtasks are all 4 time units. If DIV-1 is used, the
virtual deadlines of the subtasks will be set to time 3 (see
Figure 2). In this case, all three subtasks will be aborted at
time 3 when the scheduler figures out that their (virtual)
deadlines have already been missed. For the time being,
we focus on non-aborting systems. Task abortion and its
impact on the strategy performance is further discussed in
Section 7.
One may notice that with the DIV-xstrategy, the virtual
deadlines assigned to the subtasks are, however big x is,
later than the tasks’ arrival time. A subtask therefore,
may still have a lower priority than a local task if the local
task has an early enough deadline. A strategy that is even
more aggressive than DIV-x would always serve subtasks
before locals. We call this strategy Globals First ( G F ) . To
implement GF on a pure earliest-deadline-first scheduler,
when the process manager gets a global task, it subtracts a
big number A from the deadline and send the subtasks to
the appropriate execution nodes with the computed virtual
deadlines:
GF: dl(T;)= d l ( T ) - A .
With G F , the earliest-deadline-first servicing order is
preserved individually within the classes of globals and locals. However, global subtasks are always scheduled before
local tasks.

5

Simulation Model

To study the performance of the PSP strategies proposed in last section, we simulate the task and system models discussed in Section 3 with the various PSP strategies
implemented into the process manager. This section describes the specifics of our simulation model.
As mentioned before, our soft real-time system consists of a number of nodes representing different processing components of the system. In general, these nodes can
have vastly different characteristics: They may use different
real-time scheduling policies (e.g., earliest-deadline first for
CPU scheduling, shortest-seek-time first for disk scheduling, etc.) and task service time would follow different statistical distributions. If we model all this complexity, our
results will be obscured by many intricate factors which
impair our understanding of the basic tradeoffs of the PSP
strategies. Instead, we chose to model a relatively simple
and homogeneous system so that the observations made are
more comprehensible.
Our simulator is written in the simulation language
DeNet [lo]. Each simulation experiment (generating one
data point) consists of two simulation runs, each lasting
one million time units (at least 100,000 tasks are generated per run, many more for high load experiments). The
95% confidence interval is f 0.35 percentage point (much

smaller for high load experiments) for the missed deadlines
figures shown in later sections.
Our simulation model follows the basic construct as described in Section 3 with the following specification.
Nodes: There are k nodes in the system. Each node
services their tasks using the earliest-deadline-first scheduling algorithm.
Local Tasks: Local tasks are being generated at each
node according to a Poisson distribution with mean interarrival time l/Xlocal time units. Since there are k nodes, the
total average arrival rate is kXlocal per unit time. Execution
times of local tasks are exponentially distributed with mean
l/pioCaltime units. The rate of work due to local tasks is
thus kXlocal/ploeal. In this paper, we set ploCal
= 1, other
time measures are thus relativised to the average execution time of a local task. Slack of local tasks is uniformly
distributed in the range [Smin,Smaz].
Global Tasks: Similar to local tasks, global tasks are
being generated as a single stream of Poisson process with
mean interarrival time l / X g l o b a l . In order to simplify our
discussion, we hold a simple view of the world that global
tasks are homogeneous. In particular, we assume that a
global task T consists of n subtasks T I ,Tz, ...,T, to be executed in parallel at n different nodes (we use the same
value n for all global tasks). T h e execution times of the
subtasks all follow the same exponential distribution with
mean equal to l/p,,&,,#k time units. The rate of work
due to global tasks is therefore nXglobal/jb#ubta#k. Slack
of global tasks is also uniformly distributed in the range
[Sm;,,Smaz]. The deadline of a global task is set by the
following formula:

dl(T) = m+{ez(Tj)}
I

+ slack + ar(T).

Overload Management Policy
Local Scheduling Algorithm

=

frac-local
[Smirrr %am]

Table 1 shows the parameter setting of our baseline experiment. To study the effect of these parameters on system performance, we will vary the parameters from their
base settings. This is discussed in the following section.
Finally, we note that although real-time systems should
operate at a light load with few missed deadlines, it is the
occasional experience of transient overload that accounts
for most of the missed deadlines, testing the system’s resiliency to emergency situations. We will therefore study
the various deadline assignment strategies in an intermediate to high load environment, to highlight their performance differences.

In this section, we show and discuss the results obtained
from our simulation experiments. We will compare the performance of the various PSP strategies based on how well
they can meet task deadlines.
To aid our discussion, we use the notation MD: (or
MDA,Bin graph) to represent the fraction of missed deadlines of task type A under PSP strategy B . For example,
M D : : z = 0.4 means that 40% of the global tasks miss
their deadlines when DIV-1 is the PSP strategy employed.

(2)

6.1

(3)

System Load: We define the normalized load (or load
for short) to be the ratio of the rate of work generated to
the total processing capacity of the system. That is,

Cllocal

For a stable system, we have 0 5 load < 1.
We also define f rac-local to be the fraction of load that
is contributed by local tasks, i.e.,
k
f rac-loeal =

.

k

lobcl

P,:bro,k

+

‘%

MDlocal and solid lines for MDglobcl with different point styles
representing different strategies.
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~

UD. Figure 3 shows the performance of U D in our baseline experiment. The x-axis is the normalized load to the
system while the y-axis shows the fraction of missed deadlines of the various task types. The M D of three task
types are shown for local tasks (dotted 0), simple subtasks
of global tasks (+), and global tasks (solid 0) (Recall that
a global task consists of 4 simple subtasks to be executed in
p a ~ a l l e l ) .As
~ the load increases, the waiting time of tasks
increases and more tasks (of all kind) miss their deadlines.
Comparing local tasks and simple subtasks, we notice
that simple subtasks have a slightly higher chance of meeting their deadlines (the
line is lower than the dotted 0
line). This is due to the way we generate global task deadlines. As discussed in Section 5, even though global tasks
have the same average slack as local ones, their subtasks,
31n this paper, we will consistently use dotted lines for

If the system does not have any local tasks, frac-local =
0 ; a frac-local of 1 means no global tasks.

I

Baseline Experiment

+

Clocrl

n. A

Results

6

I

Clsubtask

0.5
0.75
[1.25,5.0]

Table 1: Baseline setting

dl(T) - ez(Tj) - a r ( T ) = mv{ez(T;)} +slack
+ar(T) - ez(Tj) - ar(T) 2 slack.

1.0
6
4

Plocol

h (# of nodes
n (# of subtasks of a global task)
load

where max;{ez(T;)} is the execution time of the longest
subtask among the Ti’s,
and slack is the the slack chosen
(from the uniform distribution) for this particular global
task. We note that even though the slack of global tasks
and local tasks is generated from the same slack distribution, on average, a subtask of a global task has more slack
than a local. This is because, for a subtask Tj, we have,
sl(Tj)

I
No Abortion
First
I Earliest Deadline
- -

0.1
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0.4
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0.1

load

Figure 3: Performance of

U D in baseline

0.2

0.3

0.4
load

0.5

0.6

0.7

Figure 4: Performance of UD a n d DIV-x in baseline
experiment.

experiment.

on average, have slightly more slack than locals’ (see Equation 3 on page 5). This accounts for the difference between
MDKZtask and MDIU,?L.
For a global task to meet its deadline, all four of its
subtasks have to be finished by the deadline. From Figure
3, if the load of the system is 0.5, the probability that
a subtask misses its deadline is about 7.1%. If subtasks
miss their deadlines i n d e ~ e n d e n t l y we
, ~ would expect about
1 - (1 - 7.1%)4 N 25.5% of the global tasks miss their
deadlines. This number is not far from what we obtained
from our experiment (25%), and is about 3 times as much
as MD:?,
(8.9%). In general, it is inadequate to assign
the deadline of a global task to its subtasks and let them
compete fairly with local tasks.
DIV-x.From our previous discussion, we can deduce
that the more subtasks a global task has, the poorer is its
chance of meeting its deadline. By dividing up the amount
of time that a global task is allowed to finish (see Equation
I), DIV-z effectively promotes the priority of the subtasks
and thus reduces global task miss rate. One nice property
of DIV-x is that the amount of priority promotion grows
with the number of subtasks of the global task. It therefore,
adjusts automatically to the need.
Figure 4 compares the performance of U D ( 0 )and DIVx f o r z = l ( O ) a n d z = 2 ( x ) . LetusfirstfocusonUDand
DIV-1. By giving subtasks higher average priority, DIV-1
manages to keep the miss rate of both locals and globals at
similar level (the two 0 lines are close to each other). Since
only the subtasks are given earlier virtual deadlines for a
raise in their priority, local tasks suffer from this unfairness
with a higher miss rate than under UD. However, under
our baseline setting, this increment is marginal compared
with the improvement achieved on global tasks. For example, at load 0.5, MDlocalgoes up from 9% to 11.7% while
MDglobaiis reduced almost by half from 25% to 13%.

Figure 4 also shows MDloealand MDglobalfor DIV-2
( x ) . By pushing the virtual deadlines of subtasks further
earlier, DIV-2 raises the priority of subtasks even higher
than does D I V - f . The difference between their performance, however, is hardly noticeable except at very high
load. Setting z > 1 in our baseline experiment is therefore
not necessary to provide a low level of missed deadlines for
global tasks. We will further discuss the question of how to
set the value of z for the DIV-x strategy in a later section.
GF. The minute difference between DIV-f and DIV-2
as shown in Figure 4 may suggest that one should not look
further for even more aggressive strategies. G F , which represents the ultimate one in raising subtask priority, may not
be expected to provide any significant improvement over
DIV-z in reducing global task miss rate. Surprisingly, our
experiment shows that G F does further reduce MDglobal
by a significant amount. This is shown in Figure 5. Figure
5 is basically the same as Figure 4 except that we replace
the curves for DIV-2 ( x ) by those of GF (A).
Comparing DIV-f with GF in Figure 5 , we notice that
both of them miss approximately the same number of local tasks while G F misses significantly fewer number of
global tasks than DIV-f does, particularly under high load
situation. To understand how GF can meet more global
task deadlines without losing on the local side, let us situate ourselves as a particular subtask, T,, just submitted
to a node, i.e., a r ( T , ) = current time. We are interested
in comparing the queueing position of T, under DIV-z and
G F strategies. From Figure 4, we see that the performance
difference between DIV-f and DIV-2 is quite small (and as
will be shown later, the performance of DIV-z flattens out
as z increases). To make the contrast more dramatic, we
will consider DIV-100 (or any z that is excessively big).
Now, under DIV-f 00, T, will see two types of local tasks in
the waiting queue of the node: those with deadlines later
than dl(T.) and those with earlier deadline^.^ We call these
two sets of locals Llaterand Leaslies respectively. Figure 6

4Thcy don’t. For example, if every global task generates subtasks for every node in the system, and there are no local tasks,
then the subtask missed deadline probability will be highly corelated. We make the independent assumption in this particular
example just to illustrate the problem.

5Here, dl(T,) is the virtual deadline assigned to T..
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More on DIV-z and GF

7

Now that we have shown that DIV-z and GF are two
viable solutions for PSP, in this section we study when
they are most effective. We have performed extensive experiments varying our parameters and assumptions. For
instance, we tried different types of local real-time schedulers, we changed the execution patterns of tasks, we varied the fraction of local tasks, and so on. Due to space
limitations, here we can only present the results of three
experiments, those that we believe were most interesting.
The results of the remaining experiments do not change the
main conclusions of this paper.

MDglobol,UD

MD

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

load

7.1

I

d l ( T 8 ) under G F

I

d l ( T a ) under DIV-100

3

dl(T;)= [dl(T)- a ~ ( T ) ] / *( n
Z) +UT("),
we see that two important factors are affecting the value of
the virtual deadlines set to the subtasks: (1) the number of
subtasks (n)of a global task, and (2) the value of z. The
larger the product n*z is, the smaller is the virtual deadline
and thus the higher is the subtask priority. This, in turn,
results in a lower MDglobaland a higher MDlOca1.Now, if
n is small (e.g., 2), a global task has only a small number of
subtasks and PSP is not a serious problem. Therefore, we
may not need a very large or a large boost in subtask's
priority to keep MDglobal low. On the other hand, if n
is large, even though PSP is serious, the n * z product is
already large, and again, we do not need a really big z. In
fact, through extensive experiment, we find out that setting
z = 1 is usually adequate. As an example, Figure 7 shows
M D : z c and M D ~ f as~ axfunction of z for the cases
where the number of subtasks of a global task (n)is 2, 4,
and 6.
From Figure 7,we see that all M D curves flatten out as
z increases. The values of MDglobal and MDlocol stablise
at a smaller value of z as n becomes larger. Since 2 is the
smallest number of subtasks that a global task can ever
have, and the curves for n = 2 (0) almost reach their
s t a b b e d points when z = 1, setting z = 1 is therefore
sufficient .6

Iar(T8)

Figure 6: Queueing position of T, under DIV-I00 and
GF
illustrates the queueing position of T,. Loosely speaking,
since we use a very big z (100) in DIV-z, dl(T,) is set very
close to QT(T,),
which is also the current time. Any local
tasks in the set Learlier would thus have deadlines that are
either very close to the current time, or which have already
been past. In other words, these are the tasks that are very
likely to miss the deadlines. Now, by switching from DIV-z
to G F , we are setting the priority of T, higher than any
locals. T,is therefore cutting the line and gets itself ahead
of any locals in Lerrlier. We make three observations over
this switch of priority:
1. Queueing time of locals in Llater is not affected.
2. Queueing time of locals in Learlier is lengthened.
3. Queueing time of

2:

In last section, we compared DIV-1 and DIV-2 and
showed that the performance difference is not significant.
So, is DIV-z sensitive to the value of z? Referring to the
DIV-z formula:

Figure 5: Performance of UD, DIV-1, and GF in baseline experiment.

I

Choosing

T, is shortened.

Since the locals in Leorlier are going to miss their deadlines no matter whether DIV-100 or G F is used, prolonging their queueing time will not affect the miss rate of local
tasks. On the other hand, shortening the queueing time of
subtasks (such as T,'s) does significantly reduce the miss
rate of global tasks. Furthermore, the higher the system
load is, the more local tasks will there be in Learlier, and
the queueing time for the subtasks will be reduced further.
This explains why M D s f b a lis much smaller than M D : z z
especially under high load.
As a conclusion, our baseline experiment shows that the
PSP problem can be corrected at the expense of losing some
local tasks. Two simple strategies DIV-zand GF are shown
to be effective under our baseline setting.

7.2

Abortion

We consider two different ways of aborting tardy tasks:
(1) abortion by process manager and (2) abortion by local
scheduler. For case (l),we assume that the local schedulers
do not initiate any abortion. They will keep working on a
task even though its (virtual) deadline has already expired.
We implement this type of abortion using timers. When a
task (global or local) is generated, an associated timer is
6There is no harm for setting o larger for the no-abortion
case, but see Section 7.3 for the abortion case.
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Figure 9: M D of different task classes under the various P S P strategies.
Figure 7: M D D I V z a s functions of x under different
value of n. (Dotted lines for MDlocal;Solid lines for
D I V - x . Recall that under G F , the virtual deadline of a
subtask is set by deducting a big number from its global
task's deadline. The virtual deadline is thus always less
than the arrival time of the subtask, and the subtask will
be aborted right away. G F is therefore inapplicable in this
situation. Similarly, D I V - x also pushes the virtual deadlines early. If 2 is set too big, the virtual deadlines will be
too close to the arrival time and subtasks will be aborted
before they finish even though their real deadlines are not
expired.
Unnecessary abortions by local schedulers bring about
two adverse effects. First, resource invested in aborted subtasks is wasted. Second, an aborted subtask has its slack
consumed mostly by its former unsuccessful trial. The subtask thus has little slack left when it is resubmitted and
will very likely miss its deadline. Results of experiments
not shown here indicate that D I V - x performs poorly with
local scheduler aborts. This is particularly so in a moderate to tight environment (i.e., high load, small slack). In
this situation, special directives should be given to nodes
specifying that subtasks are non-abortable locally.

MDglobal.)
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Figure 8: Performance of U D a n d
experiment with abortion.

DIV-1 in baseline

Non-homogeneous Global Tasks

7.3
set to run off a t the task's real deadline. If the task is not
finished before the timer expires, it is aborted'. Figure
8 shows the performance of U D and D I V - 1 when process
manager abortion is implemented.
Comparing Figure 5 and Figure 8, we see that abortion helps reduce all miss rates by not wasting resources
on tardy tasks. D I V - 1 again is very effective in keeping
& f D g l o b alow
l (e.g., at load = 0.5, M D $ f b a , = 15.0%, while
M D z f L ; = 7.8%). The performance of G F in this case is
very similar to D I V - 1 and whose curves are omitted from
the graph for legibility.
For the second type of abortion, namely, abortion by
local schedulers, a subtask is aborted if its virtual deadline
is missed. A local scheduler thus takes an active role and
aborts tasks based on the deadlines presented to it. This
causes a serious problem in the implementation of G F and

In our baseline experiment, we assume that all global
tasks consist of exactly four parallel subtasks, and the execution time of the subtasks are all generated from the same
exponential distribution. In this subsection, we generalize
our base model to cover a non-homogeneous system. Due
to space limitation, here we only consider systems in which
global tasks may have different number of subtasks.
We modified our baseline experiment such that the number of subtasks of a global task is chosen uniformly from
the range [2..6]. There are thus six classes of tasks (lo5 classes of globals). Figure 9 shows the fraction of
cals
missed deadlines of each class of task under different PSP
strategies .
As expected, U D has trouble meeting the deadlines of
global tasks, especially those of the large ones. For example, a global task with 6 subtasks has an one-third chance
of missing its deadline, and which is about 4 times as likely

+

'For a global task, all its subtasks are aborted.
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as that of local tasks. On the other hand, at the expense of

FUNCTION SDA(X:task; D:deadline)
BEGIN
I F ( X is a simple subtask) then
dl(X) := D
ELSE I F X = [ X j X j + l ...X,] THEN

missing some more local tasks, DIV-I manages to keep the
MD of all task classes at roughly the same level. Finally,
by hoisting the priority of global tasks, G F further reduces
global tasks miss rates to even lower values.

assign virtual deadline to task X j according to
the SSP strategy.
SDA(Xj, d Z ( X j ) ) ;
ELSE I F X = [XlllXzll...I1 Xn] THEN
PAR i = 1 FOR n
assign virtual deadline to X; according to
the PSP strategy.
SDA(X;,dl(X;));

SSP + P S P

8

In this section, we will briefly discuss the serial subtask problem and mention some of the results presented in
[7]. We will also show how t o integrate our P S P and SSP
strategies .
To recapitulate, SSP concerns global tasks that consist
of a number of serial stages, or subtasks. Consider a global
task T = [TIT2...T,]. The ultimate deadline ( d l ( T ) )fails
to represent the tightness of each individual subtask. For
example, if 2'1 is scheduled with the deadline dl(T), the
scheduler will consider the time that should be reserved for
the other subtasks as slack to T I . Task 2'1 will be running
a t a low priority because of its excessive slack. As a remedy,
earlier virtual deadline should be assigned so as t o reserve
enough amount of time for the subtasks to follow.
In [7],several ways of breaking up an end-to-end deadline into intermediate virtual deadlines that can better reflect the urgency of each subtask is studied. Here, we consider one of them, called Equal F l e z i b i l i t y ( E Q F ) . In words,
E Q F tries to estimate the total amount of slack that a
global task has and divides this slack among the subtasks
proportional to their execution times. Each subtask thus
has the same slack-to-execution-time ratio (flexibility). Using our example, before a subtask T; is submitted for execution, E Q F assigns a virtual deadline to Ti according to
the following formula:'

ENDIF
END

Figure 10: SDA algorithm for integrated SSP a n d PSP.

Table 2: Combination of S S P / P S P strategies.

applied to serial-parallel tasks: A global deadline is broken
down into virtual deadlines using either the SSP or the PSP
strategies depending on whether the global task is serial or
parallel. If a subtask is itself a complex serial-parallel task,
the virtual deadline assigned to it is further decomposed.
Figure 8 shows an algorithm which breaks down an end-toend deadline (D) of a global task (X) into sub-deadlines
for the ezecutable simple subtasksg .
To study the relative importance of the SSP and P S P
strategies and how they affect complex distributed tasks,
we ran an experiment with different SSP/PSP strategies
applied to a specific class of serial-parallel global tasks. Table 2 shows the deadline assignment combinations, and Figure 11 shows the task graph of the global tasks generated
in this experiment. Each global task has 5 serial stages.
Stages 2 and 4 are complex subtasks each with 4 parallel simple subtasks. Using our stock trading application
example, the 5 stages can represent (1) initialization, (2)
distributed information gathering, (3) analysis, (4) action
implementation, and (5) conclusion of the trading task.
The experiment follows the same baseline setting as
shown in Table 1 except that global tasks are replaced by
those shown in Figure 11 and the slack of global tasks is
chosen uniformly from the range [6.25,25]. This slack dis-

+

dl(T;)= ar(T;) per(T;)+
slack assigned to T;
m

m

[ ( d l ( T )- ar(Ti) - E p e z ( T j ) ) ]* [pez(T;)/C p e z ( T j ) ] .
j=i
\

. .

)=a

Y

Y

total amount of slack left

pex() fraction

d

Note that E Q F requires an estimate on task execution
time. This estimation, however, need not be very accurate. As shown in [7],E Q F delivers good performance
even when the estimate can be off by a factor of 2.
The performance of E Q F is studied extensively using
the same model discussed in Section 3. I t is shown that
E Q F significantly reduces serial global task miss rate over
the policy of assigning the ultimate deadline as subtask
deadline (UD).This improvement is particularly marked
in cases when global tasks have (1) a non-trivial number of
subtasks (e.g. > 3), and (2) sufficient amount of slack (e.g.
when the miss rate of globals under U D is less than 50%).
The P S P strategies discussed in this paper and the SSP
strategies (such as E Q F ) can be integrated nicely and be

'A subtask is executable if it is not preceded by any other.

'Recall that ar() and pex() represent the arrival time and the
predicted execution time of a task respectively.

Figure 11: Task graph
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For the class of serial-parallel tasks, the SDA problem
can be divided into two sub-problems: SSP and PSP. While
EQF is a good strategy for SSP [7],this paper showed that
two strategies, DIV-z and G F , are quite effective for PSP.
These two strategies are most outstanding under high load
situation and when there is a non-trivial population of local
tasks in the system. Between DIV-z and G F , GF usually
holds a n edge if tardy tasks are not aborted. Otherwise,
DIV-s is a better choice because it evens up the miss rate
of global tasks with different number of subtasks.
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